
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Servier and PRISM BioLab enter drug discovery collaboration for a novel target 

PRISM BioLab provides PepMetics™ (peptide mimetic small molecules) Technology for 
generating Hit and Lead compounds against Servier’s novel target. 

 

PARIS, France and TOKYO, Japan, june 16, 2021: -- Servier, a global independent pharmaceutical 

Group, and PRISM BioLab, a Japan based biotechnology company with proprietary small molecule drug 

discovery platform, “PepMetics™Technology”, today announced that they have entered into a 

Collaboration and Exclusive License Option Agreement. 

Under the collaboration agreement, PepMetics™ technology provided by PRISM BioLab are utilized to 

identify from their library or synthetize, characterize, and optimize small molecule compounds capable 

of binding and stimulating the activity of the target specified by Servier.   

Wesley Blackaby, Ph.D, Head of Chemistry at Servier says: “We look forward to working with PRISM 

BioLab in this collaboration. The PRISM BioLab technology has the potential to help with the 

identification and optimization of novel compounds against hard to drug targets, in particular in cancer, 

which is one of the Group's priority R&D areas.”   

Upon finding the lead compounds, Servier has the option to license the lead compounds for further 

optimization and clinical development.  

PRISM BioLab will receive collaboration fee and option fees payments under the Option Agreement, 

and further milestones and royalty payments under the License Agreement. Specific financial terms are 

not disclosed. 

Dai Takehara, President and CEO, PRISM BioLab, says: “We are delighted to partner with Servier who 

is committed to delivering therapy for patients by challenging novel targets.  Our proprietary PepMetics™ 

Technology has generated various pipelines for previously undruggable targets, and our team is excited 

to challenge Servier’s novel target together.” 

PepMetics™ Molecules are designed to mimic α-helix or β-turn peptide using unique scaffold with 

corresponding dihedral angles. These motifs are essential for protein-protein interactions within the cell 

especially related to transcription and translation. 

Using this technology, two clinical stage pipelines for cancer and fibrosis have been developed and 

licensed to Japanese Pharma companies, and many early pipelines and research seeds are created for 

novel and previously undruggable targets. 

Véronique Blanc, Ph.D, Research Program Head – Immuno-Oncology at Servier, says: “Intra-cellular 

pathways and targets offer multiple opportunities to modulate the innate and adaptive immune response 
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in cancer and represent a source of future innovation, that we are committed to explore. As many 

immune-oncology intracellular targets are difficult to drug, the design of innovative and adapted 

modulators is critical for the development of new drugs.” 

 
--- 

 

About Servier  

Servier is a global pharmaceutical group governed by a Foundation. With a strong international presence in 150 

countries and a total revenue of 4.7 billion euros in 2020, Servier employs 22,500 people worldwide. Servier is an 

independent group that invests over 20% of its brand-name revenue in Research and Development every year. To 

accelerate therapeutic innovation for the benefit of patients, the Group is committed to open and collaborative 

innovation with academic partners, pharmaceutical groups, and biotech companies. It also integrates the patient's 

voice at the heart of its activities, from research to support beyond the pill.  

A leader in cardiology, the ambition of the Servier Group is to become a recognized and innovative player in 

oncology. Its growth is based on a sustained commitment to cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, oncology, and 

immuno-inflammatory and neurodegenerative diseases. To promote access to healthcare for all, the Servier Group 

also offers a range of quality generic drugs covering most pathologies. More information: www.servier.com 

 

   

 

 

Servier Media Relations contacts: 

Sonia Marques  : presse@servier.com – Tel. +33 (0)1 55 72 40 21 / + 33 (0)7 84 28 76 13 

Jean-Clément Vergeau : presse@servier.com – Tel. +33 (0)1 55 72 46 16 / +33 (0)6 79 56 75 96 

 

 

About PRISM BioLab 

PRISM BioLab Co., Ltd., based in Japan, is a biotechnology company with “PepMetics™ Technology”, a proprietary 

drug discovery platform.  The PepMetics™  Molecules are designed to mimic α-helix or β-turn peptides using unique 

stable scaffolds.  This technology enables to modulate protein-protein interactions within the cell, especially related 

to transcription and translation.  Using this technology, two clinical-stage assets for cancer and fibrosis have been 

developed and licensed to Japanese Pharma companies.  Various early lead molecules have also been generated 

for novel or previously undruggable targets.  For more information: http://www.prismbiolab.com. 

 

PRISM BioLab Media Relations Contact:  

Jun Akimoto  : info@prismbiolab.com – Tel. +81 (0)466 53 8383 

 

Follow us on Social Media:  
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